2017 A YEAR OF POSITIONING...
My People to SHINE BRIGHT!
A PROPHETIC WORD FOR 2017 - Received January 1, 2017,
by Prophet Ken Dewey
I was sitting at the breakfast table and I heard these words: A YEAR OF
POSITIONING. He was talking about this New Year – 2017. I ask what he was
talking about and I heard, look up the Word “Positioning” in the Dictionary. I did
and this is what it said [I have been greatly moved by the definition here and
even more as I listen to His words which followed my reading of this Thesaurus
Dictionary description…] Each word of the Definition is Prophetic so read
carefully… :
Thesaurus Antonyms Related Words Synonyms Legend:
Noun
1. positioning - the act of putting something in a certain place
locating, location, emplacement, placement, position
activity - any specific behavior; "they avoided all recreational activity"
stratification - the placing of seeds in damp sand or sawdust or peat moss in
order to preserve them or promote germination
juxtaposition, collocation, apposition - the act of positioning close together (or
side by side); "it is the result of the juxtaposition of contrasting colors"
interposition, intervention - the act or fact of interposing one thing between or
among others
orientation - the act of orienting
planting - the act of fixing firmly in place; "he ordered the planting of policemen
outside every doorway"
implantation - the act of planting or setting in the ground
re-positioning - the act of placing in a new position
set - the act of putting something in position; "he gave a final set to his hat"
superposition - the placement of one thing on top of another
fingering - the placement of the fingers for playing different notes (or sequences
of notes) on a musical instrument
superposition - (geometry) the placement of one object ideally in the position of
another one in order to show that the two coincide
Adj. 1.
positioning - causing to fall into line or into position
aligning

orientating, orienting - positioning with respect to a reference system or
determining your bearings physically or intellectually; "noticed the bee's
momentary orienting pause before heading back to the hive"; "an orienting
program for new employees"

THIS THEN IS WHAT HE SAID TO ME AFTER READING THE DEFINITIONS
ABOVE:

I am moving my people around and positioning them as I see best situates them
for the great day ahead when I will work a marvelous work and a wonder for the
entire world to see. I will put my people in the place where they will move the
most effectively and surety to accomplish all my plans. There are coming days
of great opportunity which will afford the greatest leverage in Spiritual Realms:
to undo what the enemy has done to blind and bind many people from my
Glorious Gospel Message. I am moving my People to me THE BRIGHTEST
LIGHT POSSIBLE to draw men to myself, and in doing so I WILL ENLIGHTEN
THEM TO THE TRUTH WHICH THEY HAVE BEEN BLINDED FROM. I AM
DRAWING MEN.
In the coming days ahead I will POSITION my People upon SOLID
FOUNDATIONS OF FAITH. In order to do this I must break into their preoccupied
mind set with the HUNGER PAINS OF SEEKING ME AND MY WORD MORE
DEEPLY. In this process of Positioning, I will “SET MY PEOPLE UP FOR
AWAKENING”. I AM the God of plenty; can I not give my People the PLENTY OF
MY SPIRIT, THUS MOVING THEM INTO FIRM FOUNDATIONS FOR AWAKENING
OF A LOST COLD AND DEAD WORLD OF BLINDED MEN?
I am moving to POSITION THEM ON THE FRONT LINES OF THE BATTLE:
WHERE VICTORY IS WON. Now they are holding back and preoccupied with
many things and many are just plain sleeping. I MOVE NOW TO AWAKEN
THEM.
This Positioning will be seen as MANY REVIVALS TAKING PLACE IN MANY
AREAS. It will appear as only ISOLATED AND REGIONAL REVIVAL, but the day
will come in several years from this year [I hear the year 2020], that GREAT
AWAKENING WILL AWAKEN MANY TO ETERNAL LIFE.
To many this Positioning will not be easily understood. You must know that I
KNOW EXACTLY where each of you NEED TO BE PLACED, and EACH WAY YOU
ARE TO SERVE. I AM and God who is Spiritual and I GIVE SPIRITUAL GIFTINGS
SERVERALLY AS I WILL. Many who think they have known all about my leading

spiritually will find themselves being thrust into A DIFFERENT AREA and this
will be upsetting to them. To those who will resist these changes and
positioning which I am making THE WAY WILL BE MOST DIFFICULT. Fight they
will at first, but then with opening eyes they will see me as I position them. They
will watch me walking out before them to open the way. They will move with
greater vision.
I have set the scene in America now by putting down those who were actively
leading my America down wrong and destructive pathways. This putting down
has been my POSITIONING OF THE ENEMY “BEHIND THE LINES”. He cannot
win the battle coming, yet he will most assuredly attempt to win. He will fall and
fall hard, but there remains the battle. In this battle, I WILL LET YOUR LIGHTS
SHINE SO BRIGHT THAT THEY CANNOT SEE THROUGH TO HURT YOU.
GET READY, GET READY GET READY………..
GET READY TO BE POSITIONED IN STAGITIC PLACES, PLACES YOU NEVER
DREAMED YOU WOULD BE…. MANY WILL SAY: SEE HOW THEY RUN TO DO
EXPLOITS….. YES EXPLOITS FOR ME! MIGHTY MEN OF VALOR AND WOMEN,
WHO FIND THEIR PROPER FOOTING. I HAVE AND AM LAYING FOUNDATIONS
FOR THE VERY STEPS THEY RUN TOWARD THE ENEMY.
I WILL FIGHT but not with guns and knives, but with POWER OF MY SPIRIT. I
will open the eyes of my People to cause them to see; MY MIGHTHTY POWER
WROUGHT IN CHRIST JESUS WHICH EXCELLS ALL POWERS BOTH IN HEAVEN
AND EARTH. I AM THAT I AM AND I AM GREATER THAN THE GREATEST OF
THEM ALL. MY PEOPLE WILL WATCH ME FIGHT, BUT KNOW THIS, THEY WILL
FIGHT [WITH AND FOR ME] AND I WILL BE THE CAPTAN OF THE HOST.
I am Positioning you all for the GREATEST AND DARKEST DAYS OF HISTORY.
You are my People, A REMNANT RISEN AND RISING. YOU WILL KNOW
EXACTLY YOUR POSITIONING IN THE DAYS AHEAD AS NEVER BEFORE.
In the worst and most difficult of any War, the Valiant will excel. I AM placing
you in Positions of VALOR. Many will run and not be weary; many will walk and
not faint. I AM your STRENGTH AND WEAPON. BEFORE YOU NONE CAN
STAND BECAUSE I STAND WITH YOU.
My Name IS Mighty. I AM that I Am,
Jesus Christ [Yeshua]

SCRIPTURE VERSES THAT THE LORD GAVE ME TO PLACE HERE:

EPHESIANS 1:
17 [I always pray] that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may
grant you a spirit of wisdom and of revelation [that gives you a deep and
personal and intimate insight] into the true knowledge of Him [for we know the
Father through the Son].
18 And [I pray] that the eyes of your heart [the very center and core of your
being] may be enlightened [flooded with light by the Holy Spirit], so that you will
know and cherish the hope [the divine guarantee, the confident expectation] to
which He has called you, the riches of His glorious inheritance in the saints
(God’s people),
19 and [so that you will begin to know] what the immeasurable and unlimited and
surpassing greatness of His [active, spiritual] power is in us who believe. These
are in accordance with the working of His mighty strength
20 which He [h]produced in Christ when He raised Him from the dead and seated
Him at His own right hand in the heavenly places,
21 far above all rule and authority and power and dominion [whether angelic or
human], and [far above] every name that is named [above every title that can be
conferred], not only in this age and world but also in the one to come.
22 And He [i]put all things [in every realm] in subjection under Christ’s feet, and
appointed Him as [supreme and authoritative] head over all things in the church,
23 which is His body, the fullness of Him who fills and completes all things in all
[believers]. Amplified Bible

